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Abstract

The transient scenario of international standard problem 27 (ISP-27) was implemented in the
RELAP5 analysis of small break loss of coolant accident for Krsko nuclear power plant (KrSko
NPP). The objective was to evaluate the effectiveness of ISP-27 proposed accident management
procedure for real NPP and to compare the physical phenomena known from experimental
background with the phenomena predicted by RELAP5 simulation of real plant transient. The
analyses showed that, if relevant break, power scaling criteria, primary and secondary pressure are
fulfilled the RELAP5 model of KrSko NPP cannot completely ensure the simulation of typical
thermal-hydraulic phenomena observed in BETHSY facility during ISP-27. Much better satisfaction
is observed on ideal scaled up model.

Introduction

The ISP-27 transient scenario was applied in the analysis of SB-LOCA for NPP. The
BETHSY experiment scenario involved a 5.1 mm diameter cold leg break without
available high pressure safety injection (HPSI) and delayed operator procedure for a
secondary system depressurization. The procedure starts by full opening of both steam
generator relief valves, when maximum fuel rod cladding temperature reaches 450°C.
This allows the reactor coolant system (RCS) to depressurize down to the accumulator
and low pressure safety injection (LPSI) threshold. Consequently, the conditions
required for stable residual heat removal system (RHRS) operation can be obtained. The
objective of this work was to evaluate the ideal scaling up of BETHSY facility proposed
accident management procedure for real NPP and to compare the physical phenomena
known from experimental background with the phenomena predicted by RELAP5
simulation of real plant transient. In addition, the ISP-27 transient scenario was realized
in the analysis of SB LOCA for KrSko NPP two loops plant. The scenario involves a
two third 2" cold leg break with the same transient scenario as above.

Similar analysis has been previously performed applying BETHSY Test 9.1.b
transient scenario to NPP KrSko. The analyses showed that the SB LOCA accident
managing implementing the ISP-27 scenario cannot be adequately simulated for KrSko
NPP in spite of well considering scaling of break flow and reactor decay power without
additional safety injection simulation was. A core was uncovered and overheated for a
long time.
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RELAP5 modeling of KrSko NPP and BETHSY facility
BETHSY integral test facility is a scaled down model of a three-loop 2775 thermal

MW FRAMATOME pressurized water reactor (PWR) power plant. The facility is
situated at the Centre d'Etudes Nucleaires de Grenoble, France. Its purpose is the
investigation of postulated pressurized water reactor accidents. The overall scaling
factor applied to every volume, mass and power level is close to 1:100 (more precisely
1.032.10"2), while elevations are 1:1 in order to preserve the gravitational heads and to
simulate the natural circulation phenomena [1]. The US RELAP5 model of BETHSY
facility contains 306 volumes, 317 junctions and 299 heat structures as small input and
large input 398 volumes, 408 junction and 396 heat structures with 1554 mesh points.

On the other hand, Kr§ko NPP is the Westinghouse two loop PWR power plant of
1876 MW thermal power [2]. The US RELAP5/MOD2 plant model [3] describes
the primary system with safety injection and the important parts of the secondary
system from main and auxiliary feedwater pumps to turbine control valves. It consists
of 183 volumes, 198 junctions and 201 heat structures. All essential control systems are
simulated: rod control, pressurizer pressure and level control, main and auxiliary
feedwater control, etc. The reactor point kinetics involves the influence of primary
coolant boron concentration on reactivity transients. The plant model also considers heat
losses of reactor coolant system to the surroundings.

Table I: NPP KrSko and BETHSY facility RCS elevations comparison

low elevation
reference point

reactor vessel bottom

high elevation
reference point

reactor vessel top

highest elevation of steam
generator U-tubes

pressurizer top

elevations difference

NPP KrSko BETHSY

11.212 m

18.564 m

21.730 m

10.421 m

20.499 m

22.819 m

Table II:

(A)

(B)

(A:B)

Comparison of NPP Kr§ko and BETHSY

volume of reactor coolant system without
safety injection systems (HPSI, LPSI,
accumulators)

SG secondary side free volume (without
main steam lines and feedwater system
piping

volumes ratio

facility free

NPP KrSko

170.7 m3

2 x 167.2 m3

1 : 1.96

volumes

BETHSY

2.877 m3

3 x 2.002 m3

1 : 2.09

Very similar reactor coolant system elevations and similar ratios of primary to
secondary free volumes can be observed in Tables I and II. The reactor coolant system
free volume ratio between BETHSY facility and KrSko NPP is relatively close to the
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ratio l:(2/3xlOO), which is expected for the comparison of the 1:100 scaled down three
loop facility with the two loop real plant [4].

Scaling up BETHSY facility
In this study, BETHSY input was used, and scaled up. To find the ideal scaling,

every volume, mass and power level was increased 100 times from BETHSY
experiment. The Froude number is maintained for the hot legs in order to simulate as
well as possible phenomena relevant to countercurrent flow, transient regimes and
stratified flow in horizontal parts. For cold legs, the BETHSY to PWR piping length
ratio is l/L=(l/100)I/5, the PWR piping length is L=l*1001/5 for intermediate legs, the
elevation of the horizontal part being preserved. The BETHSY to PWR hot leg inner
diameter ratio is d/D=(l/100)2/s, the diameter of PWR is D= d*1002/5. The thermal
power of BETHSY is limited to the decay power level-up to the 10% scaled nominal
reactor power. The thermal power of PWR is calculated the same way. For a primary
coolant pump volumetric flow rate is increased 100 times and cold leg fluid velocity is
calculated according to new diameter, D. In BETHSY experiment, the overall heat
transfer coefficients for heat losses had been derived from separate tests. The heat
transfer surface taken into account corresponds to the external piping surface, without
insulation material.

Initial conditions
The thermal power of BETHSY facility is limited to the decay heat power level - up

to the 10% scaled nominal reactor power. Therefore, in ISP-27 scenario the actual core
power trip from 10% scaled power starts 17 seconds after the scram signal. It is
considered, that in this time interval the real plant core power following the reactor trip
at full power operation reaches the 10% decay heat power level. Furthermore, the ISP-
27 power trip curve below the 10% scaled nominal power limit corresponds to the
decay heat transient for initial full power plant operation. Temperature and pressure in
primary and secondary system will remain the same.

Scaling of break area
The break nozzle is located on the cold leg No. 1 downstream of the outlet flange of

the reactor coolant pump. Trying to equalize the relative coolant loss the break area in
KrSko NPP was scaled to the ratio between RCS mass inventories of BETHSY facility
and KrSko NPP (1:57.3). Introducing this break area ratio, which is relatively close to
the ratio l:(2/3xlOO), comparable coolant losses were obtained (Fig. 1).

The analysis of SB LOCA in KrSko NPP considering the ISP-27 scenario was
performed by RELAP5/MOD2 and M0D3.1 computer codes [5], For a selected set
of parameters, the calculations for KrSko NPP are plotted together with experimental
data for each parameter (Figs. 2 to 4). Similar agreement in break flow is obtained for
ideally scaled up model (Figs. 10).

NPP KrSko transient considering the initial full power plant condition
The managing of SB LOCA accident regarding to the ISP-27 transient scenario can

not succeed in KrSko NPP. Total failure of HPSI system requires a timely operator
action for a secondary system depressurization. The delayed operator action (ISP-27
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2" SB LOCA from 10X power, RELAP5/MOD3.1
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Figure 1: Comparison of break flow integral for BETHSY experiment and RELAP5
prediction of NPP KrSko transient

scenario) with full opening of Steam Generator Power Operated Relief Valves (SG
PORVs), when maximum clad temperature reaches 723 K, is too late and cannot
prevent the serious core damage (Fig. 2).

SB LOCA from full power, RELAP5/MOD2
Maximum clad temperature (K)
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Figure 2: SB LOCA analysis considering ISP-27 transient scenario, full power plant
initial condition: maximum clad temperature

At least one HPSI pump has to be available to realize the successful delayed accident
managing in KrSko NPP when depressurizing the secondary side applying only SG
PORVs without the steam dump system activation (Figs. 2 ) . The condenser is assumed
to be unavailable in ISP-27 transient scenario.

NPP KrSko transient for 10% power plant initial condition
Since the simulation of the ISP-27 accident scenario in KrSko NPP resulted in core

damage and RELAP5/MOD2 calculation failure, an attempt was made to perform the
transient calculation also for initial conditions regarding to the 10% power operation of
KrSko NPP. Main parameters of RELAP5/MOD3.1 models of KrSko NPP and
BETHSY facility, were initialized to the 10% power operation, NPP KrSko decay
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power was scaled from BETHSY power curve (ISP-27 measurement) considering the
RCS mass inventories ratio 1:57.3.

In case of 10% power initial plant condition the plant predicted RCS phenomena
became in a way similar to the physical phenomena observed in BETHSY facility
during ISP-27. However, the time shift of key transient events can be observed from
Figs. 3 and 4.

2" SB LOCA from 10* power, RELAP5/M0D3.1
Max. clad wall temperature (K)
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Figure 3: ISP-27 considering 10% power plant initial condition: max. clad temperature
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Figure 4: ISP-27 considering 10% power plant initial condition: pressurizer pressure

The investigation, which aimed to determine the causes for this time shift, was based
on ISP-27 simulations by RELAP5/MOD3.1 model of BETHSY facility. The RELAP5
model of the three-loop BETHSY facility was transformed to the model of a fictive two-
loop facility - observing the influence of this change on the prediction of ISP-27. This
transformation was performed in two stages:

1. Stage "2/3: RCS+RV" - two loop BETHSY facility with scaled down reactor
model (volumes and flow rates).

2. The same as 1. and homogeneous model was introduced for a reactor vessel
Results for both stages of this model transformation are shown on Figs. 5 and 6.

Behavior of reduced model for 1/3 remains in very good agreement with experimental
data. Homogeneous model of reactor vessel causes delay of key transient. It can be
concluded that the homogeneous reactor vessel model essentially changed the result,
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especially the core uncover. The core was completely uncovered early in transient
around 15 minutes without core overheating.

KBUPS/K0D3.I
Cm ctllipiei li<«M level (n)

REUF»/K0D3.1
Hti. t|t< >• Mil lenpentore (K)

ISM.I

Ifl

Figure 5: ISP-27 for fictive "2-loop" Figure 6: ISP-27 for "2-loop"
BETHSY facility: core liquid level BETHSY facility: max. clad temperature

Scaled up model and RELAP5 results
To find the ideal scaled BETHSY model every volume, mass and power level was
increased by factor close to 100 ( more precise 96.899,i.e 1/1.032.10"2) and remained
the same elevation and heights. Relatively detailed three loop model was developed
containing 398 volumes, 408 junction and 396 heat structures with 1554 mesh points.

PRESSURE VESSEL
The cylindrical core of fictive NPP model is composed of 42800 rods what is 100 times
more than in BETHSY. Hydraulic diameters of the core with rods rest the same. The
spacer grids are the same elevation as in BETHSY. Core by-pass volume is scaled-up,
where the hydraulic diameter is calculated according to annulus geometry. In BETHSY
data base by-pass hydraulic diameter is prescribed value.

PRIMARY COOLING PIPING
According to BETHSY general description, all diameters in primary cooling piping are
scaled D=d*96.8992/S (d=0.118mD=0.735m) to preserve the Froude number in order
to simulate as well as possible phenomena relevant to countercurrent flow, transition
regimes, stratified flow.
In theory when combining the Froude criterion with volume scaling,horizontal part of
the piping length is found to be L=l*96.899l/5 and length of vertical parts and elevation
is kept. The L/D ratio is preserved in all vertical components of primary cooling
piping. Froude number could not to be preserved in such circumstances.

PRESSURIZER AND SURGE LINE
Pressurizer volume is scaled-up, while elevation and length are kept. A new hydraulic
a diameter is calculated from the ratio of D(surge line)/D(hot leg) which must be
preserved. Scaled up cross area is found from diameter ratio not from volume scaling.
The lengths and elevations remain the same as at BETHSY.
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STEAM GENERATOR
U-tubes lengths and diameters are same as in BETHSY. The nuvnuer of U-tubes is
increased 100 times (one BETHSY steam generator contains 34 U-tubes).

PRIMARY COOLANT PUMPS
Pump volume and pump volumetric flow rate is scaled-up without changing pump head.

HEAT STRUCTURES
Heated rods and U-tubes heat structure were changed increasing their length. Beside
that, reasonably good agreement was obtained for most of the variables observed.
Primary pressure on Fig. 7 seems to be identical with BETHSY model results. Faster
pressure decrease is probably due to lower heat accumulation in structures which have
not been scaled up yet. Reactor core level is in very good agreement for first 40
minutes of the transient time. The core remains uncovered for about 20 min. what was
not the case at the experiment neither at BETHSY calculation. Loop seal clearance
happened around 65 min. late in transient. Wrong heat accumulation model could be
again important for core level oscillation and loop seal clearance prevention. The clad
temperatures on Fig. 9 directly reflect the core level behavior.
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Figure 7: BETHSY facility scaled up:
pressurizer pressure
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Figure 8: BETHSY facility scaled
up: core liquid level
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Figure 10: BETHSY facility scaled
up: break discharge mass
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Conclusions
The analysis performed by RELAP5 computer code demonstrates that, if considering

the initial full power plant operation, the SB LOCA accident managing regarding to the
ISP-27 transient scenario cannot succeed in KrSko NPP. The presumed delayed operator
action for a secondary system depressurization is too late and cannot prevent the core
damage. When considering the 10% power initial plant condition and introducing the
scaled decay power curve, the plant predicted RCS phenomena become similar to the
physical phenomena observed during ISP-27 on BETHSY facility with four core
dryouts.
Ideal enlargement of three-loop BETHSY facility model to the real NPP size (1:100)
and comparison of associated ISP-27 transient scenario shows reasonably good
agreement with experimental data especially for first 40 min. of transient time.
Similar conclusion is valid also for reduction from three to two loop BETHSY model.
RELAP5 reproduces similarity lows satisfactorily.
This analysis does not answer what would be transient behavior in real plant. In cases
with mainly ID physical phenomena the results of ideal scaled, up model should be very
similar to real plant.
The next step, considering the transition from 3-loop to 2-loop system, will represent
exclusion one complete loop with steam generator and reduction for 1/3 pressure vessel
volume, structure and flow.
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